Winter is coming

Words by Teeazha Akin and nicole jackson

Winter Fashion

Have you seen the river lately? Reno is
in desperate need of snow ….as natives
of Las Vegas, could live without it but
we’ll consider the fish and the birds.
There is inherent comfort in believing that we’ve all made a few fashion
mistakes in the winter. Vans in a snowstorm, wearing light clothes on a windy
day, short socks in snow. We’re afraid to
admit it, but there was once a time when
we truly believed that a thermal shirt, a
jacket and skinny jeans would do…so
after months of nearly freezing to death
we came to believe that fashion and
winter don’t mix. Boy, were we wrong.
So ladies and gentlemen grab your
pumpkin spice lattes and listen up. With
the help of high fashion mags and student inspiration we’ve got a few tricks to
keep you warm and help you look like
you walked straight off the runway.

Coats Galore

A great coat can make any outfit pop!
Whether it be pea coat, trench coat,
or a parka, any of these jackets will do
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the trick. If you want a signature look,
searchfor bold colors and funky prints.
Leather, wool and tweed will provide
warmth with a splash of high fashion.
Bebe (located in the Summit Mall)
has a phenomenal selection of women’s
coats starting at $60 and up.
At that location you’ll be sure to get
some serious bang for your buck, but

fabrics and faux fur, and their prices will
start at around $30.
While you’re shopping around it
wouldn’t hurt to pick up a couple of
thermal shirts as well. Old Navy is
known to have great deals. You will be
able to buy a wide range of solid colors
that you can dress up.

“If you want a signature look –search for bold
colors and funky prints...Throw in a red scarf and
gloves and there you have it, a fresh off the runway look.”
Bebe is pricey, so if you are looking for
something on a smaller budget stop at
Ross, H&M, Forever 21, or Charming
Charlie’s.
And Men, Forever 21 and H&M have
introduced a line of goods that will give
you an equally amazing selection prints,

The Pants

Ladies and gentlemen; you do not
have to throw on sweats to be warm.
You have a variety of options.
For the ladies, stop by the mall. Forever 21, Styles for Less or Charlotte Russe

fashion
will have just what you need. Pick one of
those stores and buy yourself a pair of
insulated leggings. They’re easy to throw
on when all of you pants are in the laundry basket.
Guys, if you’re looking for jeans,
JCPenney can be your one stop shop.
Levi’s will never fail you. They are thick,
warm, and they come in variety of colors. Of course, there are also tons of
options at H&M or Express .

Shoes

Winter often comes with massive
shoe confusion. Ladies, you do not have
to wear the Uggs every day! Try hitting
Charlotte Russe to grab a nice pair of
combat boots. They carry so many styles
and prints that it’s almost impossible to
leave the store unhappy. If you’re thinking “combat boots aren’t warm”, then
you can always get a pair of thick, fuzzy
socks that will be sure to keep your feet
nice and toasty.
Men: please do not put on Uggs. Go
to the Timberland store and buy yourself a nice pair of boots that will last you
just about forever. You can’t go wrong
with their neutral color choices. If Tims
are not your style, you can even go for a
pair of nice Doc Martens.

Remember, prints and patterns will enhance
any outfit, even in the heart of winter.

The snow in Reno can be vicious so
here’s a little trick to prevent slipping and
falling. RAIN BOOTS! Who would have
known? The rubber boots will keep you
from slipping on icy pathways. Just grab
the thickest socks you can in order to
make sure your little piggies don’t freeze.
Honestly, accessories can make the
outfit. Basic winter accessories include
ear muffs, beanies, scarves, and gloves.
You can use these accessories as “color
pops”. For example: you have on a black
pea coat, black jeans, and black boots.
Throw in a red scarf and gloves and
there you have it, a fresh off the runway
look.
Ladies, leg warmers are great accessories as well. Remember, prints and patterns will enhance any outfit, even in the
heart of winter.
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